
EBU Tournament Review

Event: Spring Bank Holiday Date: 26.05.18 Venue: Crowne Plaza, 

TD's: Robin Barker, Rob Dixon, Adrian Goulding, Jonathan Lillycrop, David Stevenson

Did you enjoy the event?

Very much 15 Yes 11 No 3

In principle how likely are you to enter this event again (assuming same format etc)

Definitely would 10 Probably 16 Unlikely 3 Not 1

Reasons for would not:

Please mark only the aspect of the event which were 'excellent' and those which 'require

improvement'

Excellent Improvement

23 Venue 1

17 Playing conditions 5

11 Schedule 7

16 Competition format 3

20 Directors/Organisation 3

6 Catering/refreshments 12

14 Pre-congress service 1

Would you have preferred (choose any which apply):

Earlier start 5 Earlier finish 6 Longer intervals 5

Later start 0 Later finish 0 Shorter intervals 3

Total Returns 31

Number of attendees 212

Comments

Too hot and stuffy x7

The short break combined with the lack of quickly accessible food at the hotel meant

the timings did not work very well x4

Air-con, when used, was absolutely freezing x3

Very expensive for what was effectively two one-day green point events x3

There should be tea and coffee available solely to the EBU at reduced prices x2

Good provision of water x2

Costs are high compared to other non-EBU events x1

Excellent parking and good easy to find venue, close to town x1

Short triangles should be avoided wherever possible! x1

Ban mobile phones - too many going off x1

Slow play a problem - TDs should be more pro-active x1

My dietary requirements were not catered for x1

Earlier start/finish Saturday x1

Earlier start on Monday x1

Break too long on Monday x1

Hotel much improved and restaurant excellent x1

TD in charge of final was offhand x1



Should be allowed own food as the venue cannot cope with catering for all x1


